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Warm-up/Icebreaker: 
 
What would be your “perfect date”? 
 
Pray: 

 
Dear Lord, thank you that you are the author and creator of all relationships. We cannot live out 
the relationships in our lives without Your Holy Spirit guiding and directing us. Remove any pride 
or negativity surrounding the word submission. Reframe our understanding and give us truth as 
we read Your Word and act on it. In Jesus’ name we pray. Amen.  
 
Get Started:  
 

• When you hear the word “submission” what images or memories come to your mind? 

 
• Does the idea of submitting to your spouse evoke positive or negative emotions for you? 

Why do you think you feel that way? 

 
Read Ephesians 5:21-33. 

 
• What was most impactful to you? 

 

 
Watch and Discuss Video: (running time 12:10 minutes) 
 
Read 1 Peter 4:8. 
 
“But it’s more than negotiated decision making. It’s better than compromise. And it’s never win 
lose or lose win. It’s mutual submission, and that’s always win-win. She puts me above her. I put 
her above me. Everyone gets what they need. And instead of fighting to get more territory, we 
keep trying to give more away. That’s the secret to great marriage, and you have the ability to 
make that happen in your marriage.” -Pastor Brian Hughes 
 

• Have you taken steps to get to know your own set of strengths and weaknesses as an 
individual (i.e. temperament test, personality assessment, counseling, etc.)? How has 
this knowledge improved your relationships? 
 

• Give an example of when teamwork worked well/or didn’t work well, in your relationship. 
Share what you learned.  
 

• Pastor Brian mentioned using “code language” in marriage to help communicate better, 
phrases like “This matters to me,” or “Do you have any withholds?” Do you have any 
words or phrases that help you both get each other’s attention in a productive way?   

 
Read Romans 12:10. 



 
 
Reflect and Commit: 
 
“Mutual submission is not exactly like surrender in a war. It is not my last ditch effort to survive 
or my final act before annihilation. Instead, it’s an entire shift in the way I think about me and 
you and us...and God. Mutual submission in marriage is part of my allegiance to Jesus.” -Pastor 
Brian Hughes 
 
Read John 13:34. 
 

• What are one or two steps you can take towards the kind of marriage/relationship 
defined as having mutual submission? 

 
“There is nothing as great as marriage when a marriage is working right.”  -Pastor Brian Hughes 
 
Pray:  
Dear Lord, we cannot carry out this command of mutual submission without Your help. On our 
own we are selfish and self-focused, and we need Your supernatural power to help us. Fill us 
with more of You so we can have the same attitude as that of Christ Jesus and the relationships 
that You desire for us. We pray in our Savior’s name Jesus. Amen. 
 


